TURF WARS 2019
WHAT
6th annual intra-location competition.

WHO
All members. All turfs.
RESTRICTIONS
Only one score per person per day. If
for some reason you run twice in a
day, only your first score will be kept.
WHEN
Monday, Oct. 21st – Sunday, Oct. 27th

HOW
Just show up and workout! This tournament doesn’t have a sign-up process or
special trial workouts like March Mayhem. Newer members who’ve never
experienced Turf Wars before, might not notice anything’s all that different from a
typical day’s workout except for the turf environment seems a little more intense
and their turf-mates are taking an interest into how they’re scoring.
The tournament takes place automatically by tallying all the scores from each turf
and comparing them against your Seasonal Boulder to see which turf has the best
week-long performance.
THE STAKES
Winners of Turf Wars get their turf’s name etched on the Turf Wars Plate Trophy
which remains at their turf until next year’s Turf Wars. The winning turf also
creates a “Wager Workout”, which includes a carefully curated playlist, for the
other turfs to endure . This year’s Wager Workout will take place on Wednesday,
October 30th. Wager Workouts and playlists must be submitted to

hackett@syphustraining.com PRIOR to the first day of Turf Wars.

TURF WARS HANDICAPPING
ROQ +/- OVER SEASONAL BOULDER
We’ll take your ROQ for the day and
subtract it from your Seasonal Boulder
to find a +/- score.

ACCUMULATIVE TURF +/A running total will be kept for all the +/- scores
registered at each turf. The turf with the best score at
the end of the week wins Turf Wars!
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37
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100 POINT CAP
A CAP is placed 100 points above and below your Seasonal Boulder.
The MAX points you can score/lose for your turf is 100 points.
Using the above example Elizabeth scored a 164 but only 100 points
of that will be used for Turf Wars. Her 164 will still count for her
overall stats and reflected on her dashboard.

